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Executive Summary

Built-environment wind turbine (BEWT) projects are wind energy projects that are constructed
on, in, or near buildings. These projects present an opportunity for distributed, low-carbon
generation combined with highly visible statements on sustainability, but the BEWT niche of the
wind industry is still developing and is relatively less mature than the utility-scale wind or
conventional ground-based distributed wind sectors. The findings from this report cannot be
extended to wind energy deployments in general because of the large difference in application
and technology maturity.
This paper investigates the current state of the BEWT industry by reviewing available literature
on BEWT projects as well as interviewing project owners on their experiences deploying and
operating the technology. The authors generated a series of case studies that outlines the
pertinent project details, project outcomes, and lessons learned. This paper integrates those
information sources into recommended practices that can be utilized by future stakeholders to
evaluate the feasibility of BEWTs for their unique applications and sites. It should be noted that
due to the lack of available information, the case studies were limited to building-mounted
designs with limited coverage of building-integrated turbines (in which the architectural structure
is shaped to support wind generation). The recommended practices are still largely applicable to
any built-environment technology or approach.
Lessons learned from the case studies include the following:
•

Project planning
o Project feasibility and planning processes are insufficient and not well defined. A few
project developers undertook rigorous pre-construction planning, and those projects
tended to have more positive outcomes.

•

Project costs
o Additional expenses related to installation and operations in the built environment can
create high-cost projects.

•

Project performance and reliability
o Consolidation of small turbine manufacturers has been common and can lead to loss of
warranty and difficulty in service parts availability.
o BEWT project performance is often over-estimated when compared with actual
production. None of the case study projects met their energy production estimates,
largely due to the complexity of conducting accurate resource and production
assessments in complex built environments. Onsite atmospheric measurements are
recommended, along with detailed loss calculations to account for real-world operating
conditions.

In general, the BEWT industry has experienced mixed results, with some positive project
outcomes and several negative outcomes for stakeholders. We see that projects with positive
outcomes usually share the following commonalities:
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•

Project goals have been well developed and quantified. These goals typically include some
education or marketing component and do not rely solely on energy production.

•

BEWT project developers conducted rigorous due diligence and devoted time to planning
before deployment.

•

BEWT projects are placed on taller buildings relative to surrounding obstacles (Encraft
2009).

•

Project developers selected certified horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWTs) with a strong
track record of previous deployments.

It should also be noted that based on several key factors (i.e., wind speeds are typically lower and
costs for implementing projects in built environments are typically higher), projects in the built
environment can be difficult to justify on a cost of energy or energy offset basis. Understanding
the expected production of a wind turbine in the built environment is a very complex
undertaking; the use of onsite resource measurements combined with high-fidelity models is
likely the only way to understand the expected turbine production.
While the BEWT industry is evolving, it appears that these projects are still an emerging wind
energy application. Stakeholders considering a BEWT project should review the case study
outcomes, lessons learned, and recommended practices to help inform their decision processes.
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1 Introduction

Built-environment wind turbines (BEWTs) are wind turbines located in an urban or suburban
environment (built environment). BEWTs may be mounted on buildings or among buildings, as shown
in Figure 1. They can also be integrated into a building and included in the building design from
architectural, structural, and economic perspectives. A BEWT attached to a building may be an
attractive prospect for a project developer because it offers an opportunity for locally produced energy
similar to a solar photovoltaic system. However, unlike solar photovoltaic systems, BEWT systems have
additional challenges that should be considered.
The purpose of this document is to summarize the current state of BEWT deployment as well as provide
practical recommendations for entities considering a BEWT project. This document examines the
challenges and risks inherent to BEWT design and installation and provides guidelines for addressing
those challenges. We review the best available information on the complexities of wind resource
assessment in the built environment, along with the challenges of structural integration, among others.
These complexities will be demonstrated through a number of real-world case studies so the reader can
more clearly understand the opportunities and challenges associated with BEWT projects.
The typical motivation for the installation of a standard open-field distributed wind turbine is often
primarily energy production leading to an overall reduction of energy costs. However, BEWT projects
may pose challenging economics on the basis of energy production alone. In addition to the value of the
energy generated, some of the other possible benefits are:
•

Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design (LEED) certification credits

•

Marketing or public relations value for a commercial building

•

Meeting carbon reduction targets or renewable energy targets 1

•

Supporting local and/or onsite generation

•

Utilization of federal, state, and utility incentives

•

Education and outreach.

Figure 1. Illustration of turbine installations in the built environment
1

BEWT projects may not be optimal for obtaining carbon reduction or renewable energy targets as those are usually tied to
energy production.

1
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2 BEWT Fundamentals

BEWTs refer to a market niche, not a particular size or category. As shown in Figure 1, BEWTs can be
mounted on the side of a building, integrated into buildings, or ground mounted among buildings in an
urban environment. Most BEWTs are small wind turbines that are ~10 kilowatts (kW) nameplate or less.
Table 1 lists the wind turbines deployed in the built environment in the United States and provides a
representation of the turbine diversity. In general, BEWTs are conventional wind turbine designs
installed in the built environment. A few BEWT-specific offerings have appeared in the market, but they
are generally short-lived and without a strong market history. Most of the BEWT-specific offerings
appeared around 2009 at the height of the distributed wind boom. Even though most BEWTs use
conventional designs, many of those conventional turbines were designed for an open-flow field
environment, not a built environment. Figure 2 shows an example of an open-flow field environment.

2.1 BEWT Case Studies

National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) researchers generated a series of practical case studies
with a goal of creating an informative product that accurately portrays the experiences of current builtenvironment wind projects from concept through installation. The case studies were selected based on
the availability of public information on the projects and the identification of project representatives who
could be interviewed. With the exception of the National Air and Space Administration (NASA)
Building 12 installation, NREL researchers did not directly measure any project data; all pre- and postconstruction energy estimates were provided by project owners. Table 2 provides a summary of these
projects, which are introduced in the next section. Full details on each can be found in Appendix A.
While the installations encountered significant performance variations compared to estimated
generation, some did provide positive benefits beyond energy production. These six BEWT sites from
project developers who participated in this study represent seven small wind turbine models and 32 wind
turbines. Notably absent from these case studies are building-integrated turbines; none are known to be
installed in the United States at this time.

Figure 2. Conventional open-flow field environment. Photo from Gwen Bassetti, NREL 26429
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Figure 3. Example of a built environment installation on Boston City Hall. Photo by Joe Smith, NREL
18462

Of the six projects that are profiled, the NASA Building 12 project is unique among the case studies as it
involved detailed pre-construction and post-construction measurements. NREL researchers initiated a
measurement campaign consisting of multiple rooftop anemometers and other atmospheric
instrumentation located on the prospective turbine pad mounts and in the immediate rooftop vicinity.
The Building 12 measurement program consisted of two phases: Phase 1 2 is the pre-construction
measurement campaign, and Phase 2 is the post-construction measurement campaign. The full
installation and commissioning documentation and datasets are also available. 3 The power data for
Phase 2 were measured by the NASA enterprise Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition system and
contain inputs directly from the turbine inverters. As of the writing of this document, Phase 2 data
collection is ongoing, so this report contains a subset of the total data.

2
3

Phase 1 data are available at http://en.openei.org/doe-opendata/dataset/nasa-building-12-wind-turbines-phase-1-data
http://en.openei.org/wiki/NASA_Building_12_Wind_Turbines

3
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Table 1. Turbine Models Used in U.S. Built-Environment Installations
Turbine
Orientation
VAWT*

Turbine
Capacity
1 kW

Currently
Active?
Defunct

712V
Aeroturbine

VAWT

2.5 kW

Defunct

AeroVironment

AVX1000

HAWT**

1 kW

Active but
exited wind
energy

Bergey

Bergey Excel

HAWT

10 kW

Active

Britwind (formerly Evance)

R9000

HAWT

5 kW

Active
(Re-structured)

Cascade

Swift

HAWT

1 kW

Active but
exited wind
energy

Gaia Wind

Gaia Wind 133

HAWT

11 kW

Active

Helix Wind

Eolico 5 KW

VAWT

5 kW

Defunct

Home Energy

EnergyBall
V200

HAWT

2.5 kW

Defunct

Honeywell

Windtronics

HAWT

2 kW

Active but
exited wind
energy

JLM Energy

Zefr

HAWT

240 W

Defunct

Kingspan (formerly Proven
Energy)

KW6

HAWT

6 kW

Active
(Re-structured)

Primus WindPower
(formerly Southwest
Windpower)

Air X

HAWT

400 W

Active
(Re-structured)

Tangarie

GALE

VAWT

5 kW

Defunct

Urban Green Energy

Eddy GT

VAWT

1 kW

Active

Urban Green Energy

VisionAIR5

VAWT

3.2 kW

Active

Venger

V1

HAWT

2 kW

Defunct

VAWT

1.2 kW

VAWT

2kW

Active
(Re-structured)
Unknown

Turbine Manufacturer

Turbine Model

Aerotecture

610V
Aeroturbine

Aerotecture

Windspire Energy (formerly
Mariah Power)
Wing Power Energy

(Proven 6)

Windspire

Unknown
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Turbine Manufacturer

Turbine Model

Xzeres (formerly Southwest
Windpower

Skystream 3.7

Zephyr

AirDolphin
Z1000

Turbine
Orientation
HAWT

Turbine
Capacity
2.4 kW

Currently
Active?
Active
(Re-structured)

HAWT

1.1 kW

Active

*VAWT: vertical-axis wind turbine
**HAWT: horizontal-axis wind turbine

Table 2. Overview of BEWT Project Case Studies
Project
Name

Twelve
West

Detroit Metro
Airport

Museum of
Science

Brooklyn
Navy Yard

Pearson
Court
Square

NASA
Building 12

Location

Portland,
OR

Romulus, MI

Boston, MA

Brooklyn, NY

Long Island
City, NY

Houston, TX

Turbine
Type

Skystream
3.7 (4)

Windspire (6)

Windspire (1)
Skystream
3.7 (1)
Swift (1)
Proven 6 (1)
AeroVironment
AVX1000 (5)

AeroVironment
AVX 1000 (6)

VisionAIR5
(3)

Eddy GT (4)

Capacity

9.6 kW

7.2 kW

15.6 kW

6 kW

9.6 kW

4 kW

Year
Installed

2009

2010

2009

2008

2014

2014

Operational

Operating

Operating at
reduced
capacity

Operating at
reduced
capacity

Not operating

Operating

Operating

Roof
Mounted?

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Owner View

Success

Underperform

Success

Underperform

Success

Underperform
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3 Lessons Learned

Several unique considerations for BEWT projects were revealed during the literature review and the
development of the aforementioned case studies. These lessons learned can provide insight for the next
generation of built-environment wind projects, potentially leading to a higher level of successful
deployments of this technology. Insights include:
•

Project planning
o Project feasibility and planning processes are insufficient and not well defined.

o Multi-objective projects tend to be perceived as more successful.

o The order in which objectives are prioritized can and should influence project outcomes.

o Potential liability and safety issues should be understood and addressed during the planning
process.
o Concerns regarding a project’s impact on local aviation procedures can add unanticipated steps
to the permitting process.
•

Project costs
o Additional expenses related to installation in the built environment can create high-cost projects.

o The potential additional complexities of performing maintenance on BEWTs can lead to
cumbersome and expensive practices. Additionally, increased turbulence levels common in builtenvironment areas may result in additional maintenance requirements and decreased turbine
reliability.
•

Project performance and reliability
o Consolidation of small turbine manufacturers has been common and can lead to loss of warranty
and difficulty in service parts availability.
o BEWT project performance is often over-estimated when compared with actual production.
Onsite atmospheric measurements are recommended along with detailed loss calculations to
account for real-world operating conditions if accurate production estimates are desired.
o Although certified turbines should be selected for all small and distributed wind projects, current
national and international turbine standards do not reflect wind conditions often seen in the built
environment.

Each of these insights is described in greater detail in the following sections.
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3.1 Project Planning Lessons Learned

3.1.1 Project feasibility and planning processes
are insufficient and not well defined.
The project feasibility and planning process is hampered
by few BEWT installations and a lack of experienced
project developers. Limited public information is
available on existing BEWT projects, making it difficult
for potential developers to understand challenges. The
lack of representative projects also means that there are
few experienced installers, even in a given region. The
development process also has unique architectural and
engineering requirements not typically needed in more
conventional turbine installations, again further limiting
the experience base. Most projects seem to have been
completed by teams with no previous built-environment
wind project experience. The built-environment wind
resource is complex, leading to estimated production that
tends to be higher than actual production.
The complex nature of the built environment increases
the necessity of thoroughly understanding a location’s
wind resource and the influence that surrounding
structures and vegetation may have on it. In terms of
positive resource and location understanding, one project
stands out from the rest. Project developers for the
Twelve West installation 4 conducted an in-depth
modeling study with Oregon State University’s Aero
Engineering Lab to understand the project’s wind
resource and the influence from surrounding structures.
Project developers believe this was essential to their
installation’s success. The data from this effort helped
developers choose an installation location that would
allow the project to maximize production while still being
located in a highly visible area of the building.

Twelve West – Portland, OR
The Twelve West installation had
project goals in addition to onsite
generation. These included installing a
project that was capable of raising
awareness about renewable energy
while elevating the visibility of the
building and underscoring the
building’s sustainability commitment.
Installed in conjunction with the
design and construction of a 23-story,
LEED Platinum certified mixed-use
apartment and office building, the
Twelve West installation in Portland,
Oregon, consists of four Skystream
turbines. Having conducted a
thorough site assessment that included
modeling to simulate the flow patterns
of the site, the project generates
approximately 5,500 kilowatt-hours
(kWh)/year compared to an estimated
annual production of approximately
9,000 kWh. In terms of generation,
when compared to the other case
studies this project’s actual production
came closest to the values that were
estimated prior to installation.
Although the project production was
below estimates, due to the multiple
project goals, developers view the
project as a success.

On the opposite end of the spectrum, NASA Building 12
project developers had already committed to their project
by purchasing turbines prior to assessing the site’s wind resource. This led to the installation of turbines
in a location with a low wind resource, which has contributed to the project’s lack of generation.
There is a body of research on the behavior of wind around a building. In the sections that follow, we
will draw on that research to outline an organized process for assessing a BEWT project. We will also
discuss risk of inaccuracy in applying available turbine performance information to a BEWT project.

4

See sidebar for an overview of each case study and Appendix A for detailed information on the projects discussed here.
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3.1.2 Multi-objective projects tend to be
perceived as more successful.
A majority of the project developers who participated in
these case studies felt that their installations’ success was
attributed to the multi-objective approach they established
for their developments. In addition to onsite generation,
the Twelve West installation moved forward with the
goals of installing a project that was capable of raising
awareness about renewable energy while elevating the
visibility of the building and underscoring the building’s
sustainability commitment. Project developers feel that
the installation continues to meet these objectives and that
the overall success of the project can be directly attributed
to their multi-objective approach.
Project developers at the Boston Museum of Science
adjusted their project goals from generation to education
after realizing early in the process that the site did not
have the resource necessary to be considered successful
from a generation perspective. Primary objectives for the
project became:
•

Creating a roof-top location where a variety of
commercially available small wind turbines could be
tested in the built environment

•

Providing data and experience for the general public
and industry professionals

•

Constructing an exhibit that would become a
landmark for Boston and the region

•

Generating clean energy while making a statement on
its importance.

NASA Building 12 – Houston,
TX
The Building 12 installation was
originally designed as an effort to
further the sustainability practices of
NASA Johnson Space Center through
a high-visibility education and
demonstration project. It was hoped
this project could provide onsite
generation while aiding in compliance
with mandates regarding renewable
energy production at federal
buildings. Completed in December
2014, the NASA Building 12
installation consists of four Urban
Green Energy Eddy GT turbines. The
project was constructed as part of a
larger Building 12 renovation that
included other sustainability
initiatives such as a green roof.
Developers originally intended to
utilize Tangarie GALE 5-kW
VAWTs, but the manufacturer went
out of business after the order was
placed. Although a resource
assessment was conducted prior to
turbine installation, project developers
had already committed to the turbine
purchase prior to its completion,
resulting in the final installation being
located in a low-wind-resource site.

In the case of Pearson Court Square, the project was
initiated with three goals in mind: furthering the
building’s sustainable practices, garnering attention and
publicity, and generating energy onsite. While it is still
too early in the process to determine the installation’s energy generation, the other project objectives
have been met. In terms of attention and publicity, the project was highlighted in numerous domestic
publications (10 to 15, including the New York Times) and three local television news reports. The
project also gained international attention via a German radio station’s reporter who visited the site and
conducted an interview with Pearson Court Square representatives.
From a generation viewpoint, NASA’s Building 12 project has under-produced, but the project will
provide data that will help researchers understand how to effectively site wind turbines in the urban
environment, as well as assess performance and safety. This further exemplifies the multi-objective
approach that assists in a project’s success.
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3.1.3 The order in which objectives are
prioritized can influence project
outcomes.
While it may be necessary to have multiple objectives for
a single project, it is also important to understand the
influence that objective prioritization can have on project
outcomes. The impact of this type of decision can be seen
with the Brooklyn Navy Yard turbine array. Project
developers had to choose between siting the turbine
installation where it would be most visible or where the
resource was strongest. In this case, visibility was
considered the primary objective, a decision that could
have contributed to the overall underperformance of the
installation. The Brooklyn Navy Yard developers did not
have accurate pre-construction energy estimation tools;
thus the energy impact of their decision to site for
visibility was likely not completely transparent to them. In
this case, project performance was greatly diminished by
the selection of a very visible site.

Museum of Science – Boston,
MA
The Museum of Science’s Wind Lab
in Boston, Massachusetts, was
developed as part of its environmental
sustainability initiative, creating a
roof-top installation where a variety of
commercially available small wind
turbines could be tested in the built
environment while providing data and
experience for the general public and
industry professionals. Project goals
also included the creation of an
exhibit that would become a landmark
for the city and region and generate
clean energy while making a
statement on its importance.
Consisting of five types of roofmounted turbine models, the project
was originally intended to offset some
of the host building’s energy needs.
When the initial project assessment
revealed that the installation could not
be scaled to provide a significant
amount of the museum’s electricity
needs, the project moved forward as a
test lab instead of a generationfocused installation.

3.1.4 Potential liability and safety issues should
be understood and addressed during the
planning process.
There are potential risks when people work on top of a
building for turbine installation and servicing. There is
also a possibility that ice or wind turbine parts could be
shed and fall onto people or traffic. This was identified as
a key challenge in NREL’s Built-Environment Wind
Turbine Roadmap (Smith et al. 2012). These risks may be
no greater than other accepted risks for a large-building
owner, but they may lie outside of standard insurance
coverage. Additionally, while researching the case
studies, NREL researchers found at least one BEWT
project that involved active litigation between the project
financial sponsor and the installer and turbine manufacturer. Conversely the safety and liability issues
were not mentioned in the case studies except for requirements related to equipment survival during
extreme wind speeds (e.g., NASA cited having to withstand 130-mph winds as part of the design criteria
for the turbine and mounting) (Smith et al. 2012).
3.1.5 Concerns regarding a project’s impact on local aviation procedures can add
unanticipated steps to the permitting process.
While permitting for a vast majority of these projects seems to have been a straightforward process,
project developers for two of the roof-mounted installations were required to ensure that the turbines
would have minimal aviation impacts.
Due to the Boston Museum of Science’s close proximity to Logan Airport and the significant project
height (combination of building and turbine), project developers needed Federal Aviation
Administration approval prior to installation. Similarly, the Twelve West installation required Federal
Aviation Administration approval due to its significant project height (combination of building and
turbine). Although this requirement did not stop either project from moving forward, it was a condition
9
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that no one anticipated and that developers for future
projects should be aware of prior to beginning the
permitting process.
Pearson Court Square – Long
Island City, NY

3.2 Project Costs Lessons Learned

3.2.1 Additional expenses related to installation
Installed to provide onsite generation
in the built environment can create highthrough a project that would further
cost projects.
the host building’s sustainable
BEWT installation costs are high due to the combination
practices while increasing marketing
of logistics expenses, building reinforcement
and publicity, the Pearson Court
requirements, and extensive planning and permitting often
Square wind energy project in Long
required. Logistics of getting equipment and workers onto
Island City, New York, was
the roof and providing for safety can be a significant
commissioned in the summer of 2015.
additional expense compared to ground mounting a small
Consisting of three Urban Green
wind system. If a wind system is being added to an
Energy VisionAIR5 turbines, the
existing building that was not designed for it, the
installation is expected to produce
structural reinforcements required to distribute the load to
approximately 6,000 kWh annually,
the existing structure can often exceed the cost of the
depending on wind conditions and site
wind generators. The Boston Museum of Science
obstructions.
experienced escalated project cost due to the design,
materials, and construction of support structures necessary
to safely deploy its rooftop installation. Nearly one-quarter of the project’s $350,000 budget (2009) was
spent on structural steel, a larger portion of the budget than was utilized for project equipment (i.e.,
towers and turbines).
3.2.2 The potential additional complexities of performing maintenance on BEWTs can
lead to cumbersome and expensive practices.
A variety of factors can influence the costs and effort needed to properly maintain a project: turbine type
and size, tower type, building height and infrastructure, availability of qualified technicians and parts,
and turbulence intensity (TI) of the wind resource. Depending on the turbine type and installation
location, crane services may be required. Coordinating these services can lead to project downtime for
unexpected issues as well as additional crane mobilization costs. The installation design should include a
plan to not only access the turbines but also to remove and replace any part of the system, even the
entire turbine assembly if required. Two of the projects reviewed experienced turbine maintenance
issues: Detroit Metro Airport (lack of parts due to manufacturer bankruptcy) and Boston Museum of
Science (fixed budget, unanticipated coordination, and lack of qualified local technicians).
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3.3 Project Performance and Reliability
Lessons Learned

3.3.1 Consolidation of small turbine
manufacturers has been common and can
lead to loss of warranty and difficulty in
service parts availability.
The rate of consolidation for small turbine manufacturers
has made it difficult for some BEWT developers to obtain
parts essential to keeping a system operational. Four of the
five turbine manufacturers that were utilized in the Boston
Museum of Science project have gone bankrupt since the
turbines were installed, creating difficulties in maintenance
and part replacements. Due to the original turbine
manufacturer going out of business, NASA Building 12
project developers had to choose an alternative turbine
manufacturer and model after placing the initial order.
Detroit Metro Airport also experienced manufacturer
viability issues. Airport officials are considering moving
forward with the goal of keeping at least three turbines
generating electricity by shutting down and borrowing
parts from the remaining turbines. While some of the
assets of these companies were purchased by other
businesses and most of the turbines remain in production,
the warranties and previously established contacts have
largely been voided, further increasing costs and adding to
maintenance complexity. Since most small wind
generators are produced by small startup companies, this
risk may be unavoidable. However, project developers
may find it worthwhile to investigate the history and
financial status of a turbine supplier.

Brooklyn Navy Yard – Brooklyn,
NY
Designed to promote emerging wind
energy technology that highlights the
host building's emphasis on
sustainable design through a project
that could potentially pay for itself
over a reasonable amount of time
based on energy savings, the
Brooklyn Navy Yard installation in
Brooklyn, New York, is an
AeroVironment array made up of six
AVX1000 turbines. The project was
installed in 2008 in conjunction with
the design and construction of the
three-story, 89,000-square-foot Perry
Avenue building. Project managers
elected to construct this installation in
an area of high visibility as opposed to
the location with the best wind
resource, which is a possible
contributing factor to the project’s low
energy production during operation.
Due to high maintenance costs and
poor system performance, the owners
have not kept the installation in
working order or continued to track
data.

3.3.2 BEWT project performance is often overestimated when compared with actual
production.
In every built-environment case study NREL conducted and in most examples from the Warwick wind
trials (Encraft 2009), the predicted energy was over-estimated compared with actual results. This overestimation can stem from a variety of sources such as incorrect wind resource assumptions and no
accounting for physical losses. Many of the case study stakeholders recommended a long-term onsite
measurement program to assess the site winds. Additionally, the NASA Building 12 case study revealed
that even with detailed measurements, the expected performance is well below what is predicted with
the measurements. This indicates that the measurements combined with turbine power curve do not fully
account for the potential energy at a site; other factors known as losses must be accounted for in the
energy estimation process.
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3.3.3 Current national and international
standards do not reflect wind conditions
often seen in the built environment.
Certified turbines have been designed and certified to a
national or international set of guidelines. These turbines
generally incorporate the highest productivity and
reliability standards offered by the distributed wind
industry. These standards were, however, developed for
turbines to be installed in open-field applications and may
not be completely applicable for the built environment.
While BEWT conditions may differ from the conditions
specified in the standard, the use of certified turbines is
still recommended as they are the most rigorously
designed and tested turbines available on the market.

Detroit Metro Airport – Detroit,
MI
Installed as a pilot program to
determine whether small wind
technology should be further deployed
at the Detroit Metro Airport in
Michigan, this installation originally
consisted of six Windspire turbines.
Of all the case studies compiled, this
project is the only one that was not
roof mounted; it was installed on
airport property in an area among
buildings that are taller than the
turbines. Although actual production
was not tracked, the project was
originally estimated to generate
approximately 2,000 kWh annually.
Airport officials believe that when
operating, the contribution has been
significantly less than estimated.
Hampered by maintenance issues and
a lack of available parts due to
manufacturer bankruptcy, according
to airport officials the project never
met expectations.
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4 Recommended Practice

This section discusses the general evaluation and planning process that is recommended for potential
BEWT project stakeholders. Substantive documents exist that deal with this topic for traditional openfield projects, and we will reference them and highlight the differences between a BEWT project and a
conventional open-field wind project. A BEWT project is subject to all of the criteria of an openenvironment project evaluation and more due to the additional complexities associated with the urban
environment. The typical planning process for a standard small wind installation project 5 includes the
following phases:
•

Understand customer needs through establishing baselines; develop project goals

•

Perform a technical evaluation:
o Site evaluation

o Turbine selection

o Wind resource assessment
o Production estimate.
•

Estimate project costs

•

Conduct a cost/benefit analysis.

The built environment adds new dimensions and challenges to these planning process phases. This
document aims to illuminate those dimensions and challenges with the best available information.
Although largely relevant to the installation of all small wind turbines, the following parameters must be
considered even more carefully when siting BEWT projects:
•

Wind resource
o Wind speed frequency distribution
o Predominant wind direction
o TI

o Inflow angles.
•

Building characteristics and geometry
o Building shape (square, rectangular, irregular)
o Roof shape (flat roof, pitched roof, parapets)

o Building orientation with respect to predominant winds
o Building structural considerations.
•

Turbine technology
o Turbine safety limits
̶ Wind speed
̶ Turbulence

̶ Extreme direction change.

o Turbine orientation (HAWT vs. VAWT)
5

See Small Wind Site Assessment Guidelines: http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/63696.pdf
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o Tower height.
•

Installation and maintenance
o Initial construction costs

o Ongoing operations and maintenance costs.
•

Building occupant comfort and safety
o Noise emissions

o Vibration emissions

o Turbine failure projectile zone (TFPZ) (Olsen and Preus 2015).

4.1 Establish Baselines and Goals

Energy projects can be a significant investment of time and money. It is therefore recommended that
developers of potential projects define clear goals and gather enough information to make informed
decisions with a rigorous cost-benefit approach. Potential project goals can include any or all of the
following:
•

Low-cost energy generation

•

Carbon reduction targets or renewable energy targets 6

•

LEED certification credits

•

Marketing or public relations value for a commercial building

•

Support of local and/or onsite generation

•

Utilization of federal, state, and utility incentives

•

Education and outreach.

Some benefits may be harder to quantify, but being aware of the full range of outcomes is important for
project sponsors. The following key steps will help ensure a well evaluated project:
•

Identify reasons and goals for undertaking a BEWT project (e.g., carbon reduction, cost of energy
reduction, etc.)

•

Establish baselines and expectations for the goals identified (e.g., baseline current energy and
carbon/environmental footprints)

•

Perform a broad-based feasibility study to match goals with the appropriate projects and technology

•

Conduct a detailed cost-benefit analysis on the most viable options.

4.2 Perform a Technical Evaluation

Once project goals have been identified, the technical evaluation begins. The following key parameters
should be considered in addition to any identified goals for BEWT projects:
•

Project siting

•

Comfort and safety/liability

•

Wind resource

6

BEWT projects may not be optimal for obtaining carbon reduction or renewable energy targets as those are usually tied to
energy production.
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•

Turbine certification and selection

•

Energy production.

Each of these items is discussed in further detail below.
4.2.1 Project Siting
Properly siting a wind turbine in the complex urban environment requires knowledge of several
parameters of the site, the turbine, and long-term project operations. Every turbine may respond
differently to the same wind in terms of power production, loads, and reliability. A successful BEWT
project developer combines these factors with knowledge of the building structure, defined goals, and
long-term operations and maintenance plans. When identifying suitable locations for a BEWT project,
the following parameters should be accounted for:
•

Installation, operations, and maintenance

•

Comfort and safety of building occupants, equipment safety, and liability

•

Building geometries (see Section 4.2.3.3)

•

Wind resource as a driver for energy production and reliability (see Section 4.2.3)

•

Other project goals such as visibility.

4.2.1.1 Installation, Operations, and Maintenance
BEWT projects are not usually ground-mounted projects. As such, they require special considerations
that tend to drive project costs higher than traditional open-field projects. Wind turbines are dynamic
systems experiencing dynamic loads that can vary with the wind powering the turbines. These loads
require specialized foundations, either as part of the building design process or as an installation retrofit.
This can result in extra engineering, permitting, materials, and labor costs that can increase the total
installed cost and the levelized cost of energy (LCOE).
A long-term maintenance plan should also be developed with safe, cost-effective turbine access
included. If the installation is building mounted, additional time and cost should be planned for the
logistics of providing service support. The exact level of additional time and cost depends on the access
requirements and what methods are available for accessing the nacelle. Maintenance access will also
need to balance productivity, visibility, and other goals. Limiting the number or magnitude of expensive
crane mobilizations and men working at height can greatly improve project success and decrease LCOE.
4.2.2 Comfort and Safety of Building Occupants, Equipment Safety, and Liability
The comfort and safety of people in the vicinity of the BEWT project should also be considered. The
BEWT will emit sound and vibration as part of the normal operation, which can transfer through the
building structure. Developers should inquire with prospective turbine manufacturers as to the turbine’s
certified sound levels, dynamic motion of the machine, and any potential sound/vibration mitigation
options for mounting or operation. The structural engineering analysis should include consideration of
sound and vibration transfer.
There are currently no accepted design methodologies or standards for BEWTs or their installation,
which means there are limited means to provide confidence in the safety and suitability of turbine or
installation design. We recommend that BEWT project developers engage a qualified third party to
evaluate the turbine and the installation in light of the site-specific resource to minimize the potential for
premature turbine failure or reduced reliability. Potential BEWT projects should include analysis of
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where components or ice throw may land if dislodged (the TFPZ). The site-specific fatigue and extreme
loads combined with the traffic density of the TFPZ will yield an overall risk model of the BEWT
deployment. The TFPZ, potential turbine loads, and the risk profile can all be affected or minimized by
properly siting the turbine for safety and reliability.
The liability of turbine deployment and/or failure is still largely unknown and remains site specific.
Consulting a qualified legal expert to assess any liabilities that may arise from deployment of a BEWT
project is recommended.
4.2.3 Wind Resource
Accurately assessing the wind resource in the built environment is perhaps the single most challenging
element of a BEWT project. The wind resource combined with turbine parameters affects energy
production as well as turbine reliability and safety. The distinction for BEWT projects is that when a
fluid (in this case air) flows over buildings, trees, or other structures (generically called roughness
elements), they extract momentum from the air. This extraction of momentum results practically in
lower mean wind speeds and higher mixing known as turbulence. These roughness elements do occur in
traditional open-flow field projects but typically with a much lower density and impact on the wind.
The current tools used for modeling the resource of small wind projects can have very high uncertainty
in complex terrain. BEWTs are considered to be located in extremely complex terrain, and there is a
demonstrated over-prediction of energy outcomes in the urban environment (Encraft 2009).
Additionally, the current commonly used models may not provide the complete atmospheric parameters
required to properly estimate turbine production and reliability. 7 Based on these findings and the
observation that none of the projects highlighted in the case studies produce near the values predicted,
even for projects in which detailed computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling was conducted, we
recommended in situ measurement program as the best option to quantify the wind resource. Beyond
measurements, high-fidelity physics-based modeling offers the most likely successful resource
quantification approach. Advanced modeling approaches such as CFD or a large eddy simulation (LES)
are required to properly characterize the site-specific resource. The challenge is that even the advanced
models don’t capture the full array of flow physics and are expensive to run, potentially costing more
than the wind turbine itself. There are ongoing R&D activities within academic and industry institutions
to be able to cost effectively perform these investigations, but they are largely limited to the realm of
research at this time.
Research gathered through the International Energy Agency (IEA) Wind Task 27: Wind turbines in
highly turbulent environments 8 demonstrates a multitude of challenges for prospective BEWT designers.
These challenges include different turbulent decay characteristics, inflow angles, and more (Tabrizi et al.
2014.) Figure 4 is an example of the complexity of wind flow around buildings. The primary flow
direction of this figure aligns with the x axis and goes from right to left over and around the building.
The top, sides, and lee of the building demonstrate highly turbulent and non-laminar flow.

7

A full list of important atmospheric and turbine variables to consider in BEWT projects is included in Table 3. Summary of
IEC 61400-2 Wind Characteristics that Differ between Built-Environment and Open-Field Sites
8
International Energy Agency, Task 27: http://www.ieawind.org/task_27_home_page.html
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Figure 4. LES simulation of wind flow around building (Toja Silva 2015)

There are, however, some emerging rules of thumb that although not validated may help project
sponsors if they choose to undertake a BEWT project. These rules mainly address how high the turbine
tower needs to be with respect to the building in order to escape the highly turbulent and variable winds
associated with installing wind turbines in close proximity to buildings or other structures.
All BEWT projects are likely to be in high-TI environments even if they are ground mounted. For a
ground-mounted installation, start with standard wind resource assessment techniques (as outlined in the
Small Wind Site Assessment Guidelines), paying special attention to object shading adjustments and
displacement height 9 issues. If the object is a large building close to the wind turbine, an object shading
tool such as the Danish Wind Shade Calculator 10 will not work well. Unless the wind turbine is higher
than the building, little wind will reach the turbine from the direction of the building.
The cubical configuration of a simple building will have a zone of accelerated flow velocity and large
vertical flow components at the upwind edge of the building, a large region of separated flow and eddies
on the top surface and in the leeward side of the building (Figure 4). The height of the region of
separated flow on top of the building can be approximated with CFD analysis, an empirical method
(Wilson 1979), or measurements. It is important to note that the turbulence characteristics of the wind
before it arrives at the building will impact the actual wind behavior, which will impact the accuracy of
CFD and empirical analysis. Since the wind can come from any direction, optimal siting is complex
because the region of separated flow will also change based on wind direction and building geometry. It
requires that the flow be analyzed for at least all directions with significant wind energy input.

9

Displacement height is the adjusted ground level height for calculating apparent hub height based on ground clutter that
raises the height at which there is nearly zero wind velocity (e.g., in forests or densely developed areas with many buildings).
10
The Danish Wind Shade Calculator is a free tool that can be used to run shade analysis for wind projects; available at
http://www.motiva.fi/myllarin_tuulivoima/windpower%20web/en/tour/wres/shelter/index.htm
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For building-mounted BEWT projects, the same displacement height principles as with any standard
wind turbine siting apply, except that the height of local buildings will create that displacement height.
For applications in which production, safety, and reliability are important, the difficult work is
determining the best location on the building and the expected wind resource at that location. A great
source of information on wind resource distribution on a rectangular building is Building-Mounted
Micro-Wind Turbines on High-Rise and Commercial Buildings (Blackmore 2010). This publication
provides analysis of normalized wind speed and TI by location across the top of rectangular buildings of
height 80 meters at a distribution of wind directions. Some results are provided for shorter buildings.
The work is based on wind tunnel experiments at a scale of 1:200. Limited comparison to CFD and
empirical rules is described. While this work is very valuable, it should be used as a guide for siting
since the results are averaged and few buildings are simple rectangles. A few cautionary comments and
prime points that are useful guides are:
•

Taller buildings generate higher separation bubbles.

•

Reaching 90% of average ambient wind speed happens at a lower height than reduction of TI to
110% of ambient.

•

Unless installing rotors less than 2 meters diameter, the heights for reaching acceptable wind speed
and TI should be the bottom of the rotor-swept area.

•

There is no optimal location for all wind directions.

•

While Blackmore uses an average of all four corners and other reference locations for rule-of-thumb
minimum heights, these heights vary significantly from one point to the other, so this is not good
guidance for micrositing.

•

Contour plots of normalized wind speed and TI are for the model of an 80-meter-tall by 40-meterwide by 20-meter-deep building with a flat top and no structures on the top.

•

It does not appear that Blackmore investigated the results at multiple wind speeds and the effect
different wind speeds may have on the height of the separation bubble.

While this information does not provide a simple set of rules to microsite a wind generator on a
building, it does provide some basic guidance.
To use this information for micrositing, we suggest one of the following options:
•

If the building is generally rectangular and a high-quality wind rose is available, use the information
provided by Blackmore to identify areas of the building that have acceptable TI values (18% or
below) at the maximum turbine height you can consider. This will need to be performed for each
significant wind direction. Determine if any sites are available, and then evaluate whether they are
structurally capable of supporting the turbine and tower.

•

Select some good candidate sites that are open and structurally capable of supporting the turbine.
Use the TI contours suggested by Blackmore and the wind speed to determine the minimum
acceptable tower height. Due to the large uncertainty caused by differences in the real building, the
local environment, and the models used in the wind tunnel, this should be used for preliminary
assessment only, and we recommend that wind speed and direction measurements be taken at the
specific location.

•

If the building has a more complex shape or there are significant other large buildings in the area, a
CFD model of the building and surrounding area will give a more accurate picture of the wind
resource. It will also show the wind speed distribution over the building. Multiple simulations will
be needed to understand wind flow from each primary wind direction. While this analysis can be
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expensive, the results are likely to be more accurate, providing a better assessment of the resource at
locations of interest.
If having a reliable energy projection is important, then site-specific wind speed and TI data collection at
any proposed turbine location is required, regardless of the initial site assessment methods. If the rotor
for the turbine being proposed is more than 2 meters in diameter, we also recommend that data be
collected at least at the bottom and top of the rotor swing to determine TI at both levels and shear
between them. It is also valuable to measure the vertical component of the wind resource. Very high
shear can exist in the transition zone from the separation bubble to linear flow found on the top of flat
roofs, and a passively yawed turbine can have significant yaw error when operating in a high-shear
environment, further reducing energy capture.
If turbine visibility is a more important goal than performance, start with acceptable locations for
visibility and do the wind resource analysis in those locations. While the best locations for energy
production may have been eliminated, this analysis will allow developers to determine the minimum
acceptable height and approximate energy production. In some cases, siting turbines for appearance will
result in a project that has virtually no energy production value. 11 Wind generators that are mounted on
the top of parapets are especially sensitive to mounting in relationship to wind orientation, as can be
seen in the Brooklyn Navy Yard case study.
If monitoring the system or the ability to determine if it is producing power according to the
manufacturer’s published power curve is desired, it will be necessary to have a reference anemometer
that measures the wind speed entering the turbine. In a conventional open-flow field installation, it is
common to install an anemometer at 2 to 4 rotor diameters upwind in the primary wind direction at hub
height. With a building-mounted wind generator, that may not give an accurate result and in some cases
may be physically impossible. Investigate alternative siting, such as cross wind from the turbine planned
location. Then install the monitoring anemometer at the same time as the anemometer in the turbine
location. This allows a direct comparison of the wind speed at both locations. Analysis will be required
to assess the correlation by wind direction. A related issue for monitoring and performance is that many
commercial building roofs have large heating ventilating and air conditioning, or HVAC, systems on the
roof. In addition to being physical obstacles to air flow, this equipment can significantly impact air flow
to the turbine or anemometer.
4.2.3.1 Frequency Distribution
Numerous measurement experiments have demonstrated that the wind resource in the built environment
is relatively energetically weak (Encraft 2009, Tabrizi et al. 2014). The wind speed frequency
distributions, which are an indicator of energy content in the wind, are usually shifted to the lower wind
speeds, which results in lower energy production. This is driven by the fundamental physics of fluid
flow and turbulence. As shown in Encraft 2009, some tall buildings can escape or minimize the impacts
of the turbulent boundary layer created by the urban environment. Figure 5 demonstrates the relationship
between measured wind speeds and the turbine power curve at the NASA Johnson Space Center
Building 12 site. The overlap between the two data distributions represents the potential energy at a
given site. The NASA site with low winds is a relatively poor power-producing site.

11

It is worth noting that if the ultimate goal of a project is to demonstrate a dedication to green energy or sustainability,
turbines may be installed in a location that maximizes visibility over production. This placement can lead to turbines that
spend a large amount of time motionless and do not produce much energy. The end result could be a perception that wind
turbines do not work, enforcing the opposite impression than was desired.
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Figure 5. NASA Building 12 frequency distribution of the wind speeds at the four planned turbine
locations and power curve for the UGE turbines that were installed

4.2.3.2 Turbulence
Turbulence in wind applications relates to the variability of the winds. The traditional International
Electro-technical Committee (IEC) definition of turbulence for wind energy applications is described as
TI.
𝜎𝑈

𝑇𝑇 =

𝑈
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑈 𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝜎𝑈 𝑖𝑖 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑜𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣

The Normal Turbulence Model (NTM) specifies the appropriate level of TI by wind speed as part of the
turbine design process for the IEC 61400-2 standard. Installing turbines at locations with a TI above the
NTM will likely result in high turbine maintenance and reduced reliability. Although sites in the built
environment with a TI at or below the NTM can likely be found, this will be difficult because of the
highly turbulent nature of winds in these areas. Measurements taken at several built-environment
installation sites highlight this complication, registering TI well above the NTM guidance. High TI will
lead to increased fatigue loads over time, which has implications for component reliability, maintenance
costs, safety, and overall turbine lifetime. Figure 6 shows an example of the low wind and higher
turbulence measured in the built environment and how it often exceeds the NTM from the IEC 61400-2
classification. This is typical in urban environments due to the high concentrations of roughness
elements, which lead to turbulent flows. The IEC 61400-2 standard includes a very useful informative
section, Annex L, which also deals with turbines in the built environment. 12
12

IEC 61400-2:2013 http://asc.ansi.org/RecordDetails.aspx?action=pl&ResourceId=488010&ResourceGuid=5a323577b074-48a8-a8e5-69d307be5e0f&NativeKey_I=IEC+61400-2+Ed.+3.0+b%3a2013&NativeKey_II=1507253
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Figure 6. Turbulence intensity and wind distribution, 2 m above rooftop in Melville, Western Australia,
during January-February 2009 (Whale, Ruin, and Tokuyama 2012)

4.2.3.3 Wind Direction and Variability
Wind direction and variability are very important considerations for siting and the design of a wind
turbine. While most turbine designs can swivel around the top of the tower to match incoming winds,
the wind direction in the built environment can be more stochastic and change more quickly than in
typical ground-mounted installations. The practical implications of rapidly changing wind direction are
that energy production is likely to be reduced and higher loads will be placed on a turbine. Figure 7
shows CFD simulations, which demonstrate the directional variability of resource on a building based
on wind direction. This figure demonstrates that depending on the incoming wind direction and speed, a
variety of mounting heights are needed to escape the building’s turbulent effects. In general, as you
increase the ratio of turbine height to building roof area, the suitable area for turbine placement on this
square rooftop increases.
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Figure 7. Standard deviation of stream-wise wind velocity based on building orientation and the ratio of
building height (z) versus breadth (b) (Kono and Kogaki 2012)

4.2.4 Turbine Certification and Selection
The main standard for small wind turbine design is the IEC 61400-2. This standard describes appropriate
input parameters and calculation approaches for turbine loading and resultant expected lifetime. There
are other national standards, such as the American Wind Energy Association’s small wind turbine
standard 9.1 used in the United States, but most of them rely on the fundamental methods in the IEC
61400-2. We strongly recommend that turbines that have been certified to the IEC or other appropriate
national standard be used, especially for projects in the built environment. This will help ensure that the
turbine is reliable and productive. Additionally, many of the U.S. incentive schemes are increasingly
requiring the use of certified turbines.
While the use of certified turbines is recommended, there are still some important caveats to understand
about the current standards and certification approach. Built environments, in contrast to traditional open
environments, are likely to be characterized by lower wind speeds, higher turbulence, and the potential
for significant off-axis flow such as vertical wind velocities. The current standards for design and testing
of wind turbines assumes relatively low values for these conditions, such as a TI of below 18%.
Installation of even certified turbines at sites outside of the conditions set forth within the standards will
in all likelihood result in high turbine maintenance and reduced reliability. Additionally, turbines are
typically tested in low-turbulence sites with no upwind obstructions, so the structural loading and power
generation may not represent the performance in the built environment. There is also little track record
of any turbine in this environment, so the reliability and performance impacts are unknown. A wind
turbine certified to the IEC standards is considered certified, but only for limited conditions that a
BEWT site would not adhere to. Therefore it is currently impossible to have a BEWT-certified turbine.
However, installing a turbine that has been certified to an international or domestic standard is much
more likely to provide a better result than a turbine that has not gone through such a process. Finally, as
urban environments are often characterized by denser populations than open-field environments, and
installing a turbine in these environments yields significant new safety concerns that may not be
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accounted for in the current wind turbine designs that were never intended to be deployed close to
people or in urban environments. Table 3 is a summary of the IEC 61400-2 standard wind
characteristics, which differ between the built environment and traditional open environments.
Table 3. Summary of IEC 61400-2 Wind Characteristics that
Differ between Built-Environment and Open-Field Sites
IEC Chapter Index

Topic

3.56

Wind profile, wind shear law

3.6

Wind speed distribution

6.2

Small wind turbine classes

6.3.1

Inclination flow

6.3.2.1

Wind speed distribution

6.3.2.2

Normal Wind Profile Model

6.3.2.3

Normal Turbulence Model

6.3.3.2

Extreme Wind Speed Model

6.3.3.3

Extreme Operating Gust

6.3.3.4

Extreme Direction Change

6.3.3.5

Extreme Coherent Gust

6.3.3.6

Extreme Coherent Gust with Direction
Change

4.2.5 Energy Production
Developing energy projections starts with a resource assessment (typically annual or multi-year),
including quantities such as wind speed and wind direction. The energy estimation process then
combines that information to the power curve of the wind generator and then applies adjustments to
address losses that may degrade turbine production. Losses can include a variety of impacts such as
icing, turbine downtime, and electrical efficiencies. To maximize the accuracy of the energy projection,
it is necessary to have an accurate, certified power curve and a systematic survey of the potential losses.
Since power curves are generated in low-TI environments, there is some unavoidable uncertainty for a
high-TI environment.
If the turbine must operate some of the time in a TI outside its design specification, it can have an
impact on energy production. There are no definitive methods for adjusting turbine energy production
for varying turbulence levels. There are, however, a number of investigations into the impacts of
turbulence on wind turbine power curves, including the Power Curve Working Group. 13 The impact of
turbulence on power production is site specific, but preliminary estimates for utility-scale turbines show
as much as a 30% deviation from expected power with varying turbulence levels (Blodau 2013). As of
the writing of this document, methods in test and realistic correction methods, such as turbulence renormalization, are better understood. In lieu of rigorous verified methods, common practice in the
distributed wind turbine industry is to multiply the estimated energy by the TI (5) and deduct that from
the energy production estimate based only on wind speed resource. This applies to ground-mounted
BEWT installations as well.
13

The Power Curve Working Group is a wind industry collaborative that aims to facilitate stakeholder collaboration in order
to acknowledge, address, and ultimately resolve the question of “non-standard” (now commonly called “Outer-Range”)
inflow conditions on wind turbine power curves; see www.pcwg.org
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4.3 Estimate Project Costs and Conduct a Cost-Benefit Analysis

Project economics are often important criteria among many that project stakeholders will use to evaluate
the feasibility of a BEWT project. We recommend that the project stakeholders evaluate the total project
costs and expected energy output. That information can then be compared with onsite electric loads and
power costs in light of other potential renewable energy or energy efficiency solutions. Additional value
streams such as marketing, education, or carbon reduction should be considered and quantified to
evaluate the viability of a BEWT project. The evaluation of the energy production capability and
associated value will have high uncertainty. No projects assessed for this report have met their energy
projection estimates. Guidance presented here should improve the accuracy of energy estimates.
BEWT projects can have higher costs due to:
•

More complex and difficult wind resource evaluation requiring advanced modeling and/or extensive
on site measurements

•

Structural integration with the building
o Specialized engineering and materials to understand, design, and implement building
strengthening
o Special mounting to isolate turbine vibrations from the building.

•

Complex installation and maintenance logistics

•

A non-optimal operating environment leading to premature turbine wear or failure

•

Increased liability and insurance costs.

Once you have an energy projection, calculating the value of the energy is relatively straightforward
(this topic is discussed in the Small Wind Site Assessment Guidelines). For a BEWT project, much of the
project value may come from meeting other goals. The value of each of those goals may be difficult to
quantify, and they may exceed the value of the energy generated.
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5 Summary and Conclusions

BEWT projects are wind energy projects that are constructed on, in, or near buildings. These projects
can be attractive because they present an opportunity for distributed, carbon-free generation. However,
there are distinct challenges with this emerging application. In order to mitigate performance risk and
manage expectations, NREL recommends that the following key steps be incorporated when planning a
BEWT project:
•

Establish baselines and develop project goals

•

Perform a technical evaluation:
o Project siting

o Safety/liability
o Wind resource

o Energy production/turbine specification
o Energy value and incentives.
•

Estimate project costs

•

Conduct a cost/benefit analysis

The built environment adds new dimensions, costs, and challenges to these planning process phases.
Although relevant to the installation of all small wind turbines, the following parameters must be
considered more carefully when siting BEWT projects:
•

Wind resource

•

Building characteristics and geometry

•

Turbine technology

•

Installation and maintenance

•

Building occupant comfort and safety.

It should also be noted that based on several key factors (i.e., wind speeds are typically lower and costs
for implementing projects in built environments are typically higher), projects in the built environment
can be difficult to justify on a cost of energy or energy-offset basis. Understanding the expected
production of a wind turbine in the built environment is a very complex undertaking; the use of onsite
resource measurements combined with high-fidelity models is likely the only way to truly understand
the expected turbine production.

5.1 Case Studies and Lessons Learned

In general, developers of BEWT projects we examined as part of our case studies and in external studies
such as the Warwick wind trials 14 have had mixed results. Energy predictions rarely meet preconstruction expectations, and the turbines are often shut down or removed early due to vibration, noise,
or reliability concerns. The Warwick wind trials consisted of 26 BEWT deployments, which had a
variety of challenges. Although there was some variability in the performance and reliability of
machines, the general results were quite poor. Overall capacity factor was reported at 0.85% and is
noted as being indicative of BEWT projects, including real losses and use problems. In addition to the
low performance, it was also noted that wind speeds at 16 out of the 26 sites were ~40% lower than the
model predictions. Additionally, even when measurements were available and used to predict power, the
14

http://www.warwickwindtrials.org.uk/2.html
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turbines produced less energy than seemed apparent. This speaks to the importance of having not only
robust models and measurements but also a good energy prediction model that can account for physical
losses.
The NREL case studies contain examples of successful BEWT projects from a stakeholder perspective;
however, it should be noted that these projects include goals for public relations or educational values in
addition to energy production goals that are rarely met.
The case studies also demonstrate that BEWT projects with clear goals and informed planning were the
most likely to be deemed successful by the stakeholders. In order to maximize the chances of success for
a BEWT project, considerable effort and upfront planning are required, including evaluating the wind
resource’s strength and quality (TI, inflow angle, extreme direction change). The tools for estimating the
wind resource on the top of a building are expensive and not well validated, so onsite data collection is
advised. Special care must also be used to assess the TI at perspective sites since the impact of high TI
on performance and reliability is not well understood. In addition, operation in high-TI environments
can increase maintenance costs and shorten turbine life. No standards exist for testing turbines for the
BEWT environment, so such installations result in a wind generator operating in an environment for
which it was not designed or tested.
Siting the turbine in a built environment can also lead to additional costs not typically associated with
the deployment of small wind generators. Unless the building has been designed to allow for the
mounting of a specific wind generator, costly structural work may be required. The cost of engineering
and building upgrade efforts may exceed the cost of the wind generators. Unless the installation is
designed to provide easy access for service and maintenance, including removal and replacement of the
entire turbine if necessary, then maintenance may also be more expensive than standard projects.
Depending on the cash value of the energy produced, a poorly planned installation can end up not
generating enough revenue to cover the turbine maintenance expense. A turbine that falls into disrepair
is more likely to suffer a catastrophic failure which, in the built environment, may have increased
liability associated with potential injury or other collateral damage.
Because installations in the built environment are currently not common, it is important to establish with
the manufacturer that they are willing to warranty and support the wind generator in the environment
where it will be installed. Current wind turbine design standards and certifications are designed around
more conventional turbine installation environments, so even a certified turbine may be operating
outside of its design envelope. Although not just confined to turbine suppliers providing technology to
the built-environment market, a wind turbine manufacturer’s ability to meet long-term warranties or
even supply replacement parts is dependent on its overall financial health and should not be assumed.
This document defined BEWT projects, discussed the current state of the industry, laid out a
recommended practice, and demonstrated real projects through a variety of case studies. The
motivations for the implementation of these projects are varied, and depending on those overriding
goals, not all of the projects were reported as being successful by their owners. None of the case study
projects met their energy production estimates, largely due to the complexity of conducting accurate
resource and production assessments in complex built environments. Additionally, although there may
be some initial considerations that the installation of the turbine on top of a building may offset the cost
of towers, the costs of deploying turbines in the built environment are typically more expensive than
originally estimated. In the eyes of the project owners, some of the case study projects have been
successful based on all of the goals set forth for the projects, such as raising awareness of sustainability.
The experiences of some of the case study project developers left them skeptical about wind energy in
general.
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In conclusion, based on the findings associated with the case studies analyzed (especially the NASA
Building 12 work funded by the U.S. Department of Energy), NREL recommends a thoughtful and
thorough evaluation of any BEWT project to ensure the ultimate results match with pre-determined
goals. Developers considering BEWT projects should understand that, based on the limited number of
case studies that could be assessed as part of this report, projects in the built environment are likely to
have lower power production values and higher related costs than would normally be assessed based on
experience with turbine installations outside of the built environment.
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Glossary
Built environment

An urban or suburban setting, characterized by buildings and other
structures that typically result in lower wind speeds, higher turbulence,
and the potential for significant off-axis flow, such as vertical wind
velocities.

Built-environment
wind turbine
(BEWT)

Wind turbines that are typically 100 kW and smaller, located in an
urban or suburban environment (built environment). They may be
mounted on buildings or among buildings.

Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD)

A branch of fluid mechanics that uses numerical analysis and
algorithms to solve and analyze problems that involve fluid flows.

Extreme direction
change

A measure of how variable the wind direction at a particular site might
be.

Frequency
distribution

Distribution of wind speeds that may be a modeled distribution using a
statistical function or a table of a recorded history of hours of wind at
each wind speed for a site.

Horizontal-axis wind A wind turbine designed with the axis of rotation around a horizontal
turbine (HAWT)
shaft, typically with a propeller-like configuration.
Large eddy
simulation (LES)

Mathematical model for turbulence used in computational fluid
dynamics.

Levelized cost of
energy (LCOE)

The total cost of installing and operating a project, expressed in dollars
per kilowatt-hour of electricity generated by the system over its life.

Micrositing

The process of selecting a wind turbine location and determining the
likely wind resource (speed and turbulence) available after considering
all possible impacts, such as topography, ground cover, and obstacles,
and their location relative to the tower’s location. Part of selecting a
location includes all of the other factors besides wind, such as
construction access, land-use restrictions, aesthetics, access to a power
system, etc.

Permitting

The process of obtaining legal permission to build a project, potentially
from a number of government agencies, but primarily from the local
building department (i.e., the city, county, or state). During this
process, a set of project plans is submitted for review to assure that the
project meets local requirements for safety, sound, aesthetics, setbacks,
engineering, and completeness. The permitting agency typically
inspects the project at various milestones for adherence to the plans and
building safety standards.
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Site assessment

The act of evaluating a site to determine a favorable location for a wind
turbine, which includes assessing the expected wind resource and
potential turbine performance at that location.

Small wind turbine

A wind turbine that has a rating of up to 100 kilowatts, typically
installed near the point of electric usage such as near homes,
businesses, remote villages, and buildings.

Turbulence intensity
(TI)

A basic measure of turbulence that is defined by the ratio of the
standard deviation of the wind speed to the mean wind speed. For wind
energy applications, this is typically defined as a 10-minute average
wind speed and standard deviation based on 1-second samples.
Turbulence intensity is important for wind energy applications because
it has implications for power performance and turbine loading.

Vertical-axis wind
turbine (VAWT)

A turbine designed with the axis of rotation around a vertical shaft and
two prevalent configurations: Darrieus, which is an egg-beater style
with primarily lift aerodynamics, and Savonius, a split-barrel style with
primarily drag-based aerodynamics.

Wind shear

The difference in wind speed and direction over a relatively short
distance in the atmosphere. Wind shear can be broken down into
vertical and horizontal components, with horizontal wind shear seen
across storm fronts and near the coast, and vertical shear seen typically
near the surface (although also at higher levels in the atmosphere near
upper-level jets and frontal zones aloft).
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Appendix A: Case Studies
Twelve West

Location: Portland, OR
Turbine type: Skystream 3.7
Number of turbines: 4
Installation date: 2009
Building integrated: Roof mounted (23-story building, mounted on 45-foot poles, blades at an
elevation of 82 meters)
Estimated production: ~9,000 kWh yearly, or ~1% of the building's electricity
Actual production: ~5,500 kWh per year
Cost: $20K per turbine; $240,000 for entire installation (mounting pads, engineering, etc.)
Incentives: 30% federal Investment Tax Credit in cash at project completion
Payback: ~40 years
Maintenance record: Have had issues
with Turbine #3 (does not spin on
occasion and must be restarted). This is
under control with building
management.
What was the primary project
objective? Raise awareness about
renewable energy. Elevate the visibility
of the building. Underscore the
building’s sustainability commitment.
Did the installation meet those goals?
Rooftop wind in urban environments is
challenging and has not evolved as
much as we had hoped; however, all
other objectives were met, and we
consider this installation a success.
Given your experience and the lessons
you’ve learned, what suggestions
would you give to another
organization determined to develop a
Figure 8. Twelve West wind turbine installation in Portland,
similar project? Take advantage of and
OR. Photo from Flickr 4852149002
leverage as many resources as you can.
Make sure the turbine project is a good
fit for your site; a token array that never spins will be detrimental when it comes to public opinion. Pay
careful attention to turbine siting. A prominent wind specialist from the Netherlands advised us on
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turbine placement based on the wind patterns in the area. Research the products well, and get
comfortable with the fact that the manufacturer may go out of business (many of these companies are
start-ups), which makes replacement/repair and warranty enforcement difficult.
Additional Notes
Turbine choice: Due to the limited data regarding built environment wind installations, project
developers didn’t know what to anticipate in terms of turbine selection. None of the turbines researched
had long track records for this type of installation, so the group conducted a significant investigation to
identify what turbines would be best to use. Project developers conducted in-depth research during their
turbine selection process, visiting multiple vendors and installations prior to selecting Southwest
Windpower Inc. as the turbine supplier. One factor that influenced the selection was the company’s
compliance with European certification standards (Greeson 2010).
Development process: The wind turbines were part of a larger project: the design and construction of a
23-story LEED Platinum-certified mixed-use apartment and office building. Project developers decided
to utilize solar and wind energy to help reach their LEED goal. The turbines were integrated into the
building design early in the process, allowing the building’s developers time to consult with experienced
wind energy professionals to properly assess the site prior to installation. During this period, the
developers conducted a thorough site assessment that included flow pattern simulations conducted at the
Oregon State University’s Aero Engineering Lab.
The project developers also had to engage in discussions to address Federal Aviation Administration
concerns related to the combined height of the building and project.
Public interest: Project developers believe the installation’s visibility and the attention it has created for
renewable energy and sustainability have been phenomenal. The installation has helped the building
become a unique and recognizable feature in the city of Portland.
Sound impacts: Since the project is located directly above the building’s penthouse units, special
consideration had to be given to reducing the potential sound impacts of the installation. This increased
costs but was essential to overall project success.
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Detroit Metro Airport
Location: Detroit, MI

Turbine type: Windspire 1.2
Number of turbines: 6
Installation date: 2010
Operational status: As of July 2015, one turbine had a broken inverter and was not operational. Airport
officials have relocated two turbines from the original location and will be moving forward with the goal
of keeping at least three generating electricity by borrowing parts from the remaining turbines.
Building integrated: No
Estimated production: ~2,000 kWh per year
Actual production: Project was never tracked. When operating, contribution has been minimal.
Cost: $75,000 (Zemke 2010)
Incentives: No incentives provided
Payback: Production is not being recorded, so it’s not feasible to estimate simple payback.
Maintenance record: Issues (inverters,
bearings) from the beginning of the
project until now. Manufacturer is
bankrupt. It’s difficult to find and
maintain parts.
What was the primary project
objective? Did the installation meet that
(those) goal(s)? The project was a pilot
program to determine whether the
technology should be further deployed at
the airport (Detroit Metro 2010). In terms
of energy production, the project did not
meet expectations. This is primarily due
Figure 9. Detroit Metro Airport Windspire installation. Photo
to maintenance issues, as well as lowerfrom Wayne County Airport Authority
than-advertised production (developers
were told that the turbines were not as efficient as other models and that they should not anticipate much
production due to the site, but they are doubtful of efficient production even with a good resource). The
project was installed during Earth Day 2010 and was featured in multiple articles and news stories.
Airport officials say there is continued interest in the project from a visitor perspective and that they
continue to be contacted about the project from those interested in installing similar projects.
Given your experience and the lessons you’ve learned, what suggestions would you offer to
another organization determined to develop a similar project?
•

Try to get guarantees of energy generation rates, not just anticipated estimates based on computer
modeling.
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•

Make sure the manufacturer-approved sales/installation vendor is experienced and capable of doing
the work.

•

Work with established manufacturers so as not to run into repair/replacement part issues if the
company folds.

Additional Notes
Although Bryan Wagoner, Wayne County Airport Authority’s Environmental Program Administrator,
was not in charge at the time, he believes that Small Wind Certification Council certification would have
been influential in terms of technology selection if it had been available.
Wagoner also believes that additional research prior to installation could have benefitted the overall
project. “If we had to do it over again, we would do a more planned project where metering and that
kind of stuff were included in the initial design; where we did some studies beforehand and maximized
the wind. I think with that we’d get a much better result.”

Museum of Science
Location: Boston, MA

Number of turbines: 9
Turbine type: Windspire 1.2-kW, Skystream 3.7, Swift, Proven 6, AeroVironment AVX1000 (bank of
5)
Installation date: 2009
Building integrated: roof mounted
Estimated production: 20,498 kWh per year (15% installed capacity)
Actual production: Cumulatively, the wind turbines average 4,229 kWh of electricity per year (Rabkin
and Tomusiak 2014) (~20% of what was originally estimated)
Cost: ~$350,000 (Tomusiak 2011)
Incentives: Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (formerly known as the Renewable Energy Trust)
provided a $300,000 grant for purchase and installation. Site and resource assessment were funded
through a $50,000 grant from the Kresge Foundation (Tomusiak 2011).
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Figure 10. Skystream installation at the Boston Museum of Science. Photo from Boston Museum of
Science, NREL 18006

Payback: Assessment showed that wind profile and site assessment would not yield monetary payback
within 20 years. The project went forward as a test lab.
Maintenance record:
•

Skystream: Out of service last 3 months of 2012. Periodically stops and restarts for months at a
time. Currently operational

•

Windspire: Initial inverter issues. Standard model replaced by extreme wind model in 2011. In
2014, the mounting connection failed in high wind. Currently non-operational

•

Proven 6: Wiring adjustment in 2013. Currently operational

•

AVX1000: Recurring inverter and hardware issues during first year of operation (Rabkin and
Tomusiak 2014). Currently operational

•

Swift: Brake adjustment 3 months after installation. Currently operational.

What was the primary project objective? Did the installation meet those goals?
The primary objectives of the Museum of Science Wind Lab included:
•

Creating a roof-top location where a variety of commercially available small wind turbines could
be tested in the built environment

•

Providing data and experience for the general public and industry professionals
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•

Constructing an exhibit that would become a landmark for both the city and region

•

Generating clean energy while making a statement on its importance (Rabkin and Tomusiak
2014).

Years of project experience, wind data, and performance data have been shared with more than 1,300
people so far (Boston Museum of Science 2015). These include the general public; industry
professionals; and university classes from Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Worcester Polytechnic
Institute, Boston University, Northeastern, and Emerson. Of all the energy-saving and sustainable
practices the museum employs, the turbines are the most visible to the public. The project has been
producing clean energy that is used onsite with only two confirmed bird strikes since 2009 and none of
the other problems people often fear (sound, vibration, ice-throw, safety, aesthetics, wildlife issues, etc.).
Given your experience and the lessons you’ve learned, what suggestions would you give to another
entity determined to develop a similar project?
•

Establish well-defined project goals.

•

Communicate with stakeholders early and often to gain their support.

•

Measure the wind resource as close to hub height as practical in order to better understand the
energy potential of your wind regime and any possible restrictions due to structural factors of the
building or the surrounding environment.

•

Installation sites may need to be a compromise between wind, building structures, and perceived
public safety.

•

Roof-mounting turbines is expensive compared to conventional installations, primarily due to
higher costs of engineering and structural steel supports (Rabkin and Tomusiak 2014).

•

Maintenance can be a more complex issue than originally anticipated. Roof access and access to
skilled technicians is a major long-term concern. Consider how quickly and affordably you can
reproduce installation circumstances prior to establishing a project.

Additional Notes
During the permitting of the project, developers had to engage in discussions to address Federal
Aviation Administration concerns related to the combined height of the building and project and
proximity to Logan International Airport. Other concerns, all resolved before installation, included
permitting by Cambridge and Boston, location in a historical district, location in a wetland, views from
neighboring residential high-rises, different roof structures built over decades, and the perception of
public safety.
Project developers said that the installation has not received any complaints related to sound or
vibration, even though the largest turbine is located above the museum’s Omni Theatre.
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Brooklyn Navy Yard
Location: Brooklyn, NY
Number of turbines: 6
Turbine type: AeroVironment AVX 1000 (1 kW)
Installation date: 2008
Building integrated: Roof mounted
Estimated production: 14,400 kWh (estimates based on a sustained wind speed of 29 mph)
Actual production: Over the first 192 days of the project: 126.92 kWh. Estimated production for that
time period was 6,269 kWh.
Cost: $6,500/turbine (Galbraith 2008)
Incentives: N/A
Payback: N/A
Maintenance record: N/A
What was the primary project objective? Did the installation
meet that (those) goal(s)? I believe the goals were primarily to
promote the emerging wind technology, create a highly visible
indication of the building's emphasis on sustainable design, and
hopefully cover the costs of the installation over a reasonable amount
of time based on energy savings. The first two goals were met but the
third fell short.
Given your experience and the lessons you’ve learned, what
suggestions would you offer to another airport or municipality
determined to develop a similar project? Personally, before I
consider wind technology on a future project, I would want to gather
real-world data on wind speeds in the project location over an extended period. Mockups of the building
geometry would be useful as well. I believe wind speed was the primary reason why our third goal
(cover the costs of the installation over a reasonable amount of time based on energy savings) was not
met.
Figure 11. Brooklyn Navy Yard
wind turbine installation. Photo
from Flickr 2874788682

The balance between visibility and strongest resource also has to be considered. During the development
of this project, a choice had to be made between siting the turbine installation where it would be most
visible or where the resource was strongest. In this case, visibility was given priority, which could have
contributed to the overall underperformance of the project.
Additional Notes
The wind turbine was part of a larger project: the design and construction of the three-story, 89,000square-foot Perry Avenue building. The development was the first multi-story structure in the nation to
be classified as a “green industrial facility” by the U.S. Green Building Council (Dopp 2009).
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The location did not provide the necessary wind speeds, with the exception of a few minutes each day.
This resulted in an insignificant amount of power production.
Due to high maintenance costs and poor system performance, the owners have not kept the installation
in working order or continued to track data.

Pearson Court Square
Location: Long Island City, New York
Turbine type: VisionAIR5 (Urban Green Energy)
Number of turbines: 3
Installation date: Spring 2014. Fully operational as of summer 2015
Building integrated: Roof mounted
Estimated production: ~6,000 kWh annually, depending on wind conditions and nearby site
obstructions
Actual production: Too early to determine; system recently began generating
Cost: ~$185,000 total project cost, including installation of additional significant steel structural support
Incentives: New York State Energy Research and Development Authority; project also qualified for the
Investment Tax Credit
Payback: Will not know until after a year or more of operation
Maintenance record: System needed to be adjusted to resolve vibration and noise issues. These need to
be monitored as the turbines were installed on the roof of a multi-family building with many residents.
What was the primary project objective? Did the installation meet that (those) goal(s)? Project
objectives included: Furthering the building’s sustainable practices, marketing, and onsite energy
generation. It is still too early in the process to determine how well the installation generates energy, but
the other project objectives were met. In terms of marketing, during the project’s initial launch and
leasing phase, it was highlighted in numerous domestic publications (10-15, including the New York
Times) and three local television news reports. The project also gained international attention via a
German radio station’s reporter who visited the site and conducted an interview with Pearson Court
Square representatives.
Given your experience and the lessons you’ve learned, what suggestions would you give to another
entity determined to develop a similar project?
The delay between installation and being fully operational was due in part to the interconnection
approval process with the local electric utility company. Speak with local utility companies regarding
interconnection early in the development process. Determine whether the local utility has requirements
that must be met prior to interconnection in order to ensure timely operation.
Project intent should be more than generation. With a project that consists of three small wind turbines,
the amount of generation under the best circumstances is limited. The project’s additional objectives of
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furthering the building’s overall sustainability and the increased visibility via the project’s marketing
value allowed the installation to be considered successful even if generation proves to be limited.
Additional Notes
Project developers utilized the company Pfister Energy to install the turbines. Pfister was the
recommended installer by Urban Green Energy, manufacturers of the turbine selected for the project.
While the installers had significant experience constructing other sustainability installations, they did not
have experience installing these Urban Green Energy turbines. The developers found it interesting that
no one had really done these projects before; it was difficult to find experienced installers.

NASA Building 12

The NASA Building 12 project is unique among the case studies as it involved detailed pre-construction
and post-construction measurements. NREL researchers initiated a measurement campaign consisting of
multiple rooftop anemometers and other atmospheric instrumentation located on the prospective turbine
pad mounts and in the immediate rooftop vicinity. The Building 12 measurement program consisted of
two phases: Phase 1 15 is the pre-construction measurement campaign, and Phase 2 is the postconstruction measurement campaign. The full installation and commissioning documentation and
datasets are available. 16 The power data for Phase 2 was measured by the NASA enterprise Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition system and contains inputs directly from the turbine inverters. As of the
writing of this document, Phase 2 data collection is ongoing, so this report contains a subset of the total
data.
Location: Houston, TX
Turbine type: Eddy GT (Urban Green Energy) 1 kW
Number of turbines: 4
Installation date: December 2014
Building integrated: roof mounted
Estimated production: ~1,250 kWh annually (NASA 2015)
Actual production: In March 2015, the turbines produced 0.11692 kWh. Additional time and data are
needed to determine the total production for the first year.
Cost: ~$100,000 (not including electrical infrastructure)
Incentives: N/A
Payback: Project developers believe the installation will not yield any monetary payback.
Maintenance record: Software update required. NASA is currently waiting on the installer and
equipment manufacture to provide the update.

15
16

Phase 1 data are available at http://en.openei.org/doe-opendata/dataset/nasa-building-12-wind-turbines-phase-1-data
http://en.openei.org/wiki/NASA_Building_12_Wind_Turbines
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Figure 12. NASA Building 12 wind turbine installations. Photo by Dave Jager, NREL

What was the primary project objective(s)? Did the installation meet that (those) goal(s)? The
primary objectives of the Building 12 installation include:
•

Construct a high-visibility continuation of the facility’s sustainability efforts

•

Provide an educational and demonstration project that utilizes a new form of renewable technology

•

Produce onsite generation

•

Comply with mandates regarding renewable energy production at federal buildings.

Project developers feel that the installation did not meet all of its goals primarily due to the location’s
low wind resource, which led to an overall underperformance of the installation.
Given your experience and the lessons you’ve learned, what suggestions would you offer to
another entity determined to develop a similar project?
If you are serious about the amount of energy your project will produce, you should conduct a thorough
assessment of the location’s resource prior to moving forward with equipment purchase and installation.
•

Project location is key to project having access to resource. Alternative siting options were
extremely limited due to the multitude of historical buildings at Johnson Space Center and the
funding being tied directly to Building 12 renovations. Building 12 is located in the middle of an
industrial building and office park. The building is approximately two stories (30’) and is surrounded
by several taller multi-story buildings (up to 111’) at most orientations. Due to the surrounding
structures and their influence on the local wind resource, the location is not optimal for this type of
installation. The following image shows the elevation of Building 12 and its surrounding buildings.
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Figure 13. A part of the NASA Building 12 project assessment, this elevation map shows the height of
surrounding structures.

Figure 14. Aerial satellite photo showing the layout of the NASA Building 12 project
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• The resource and technology must match. During
Phase 1 of the NASA-NREL/Department of Energy
collaboration, the project developers conducted an 8-month
onsite resource assessment prior to construction but after
committing to the installation. The assessment included
anemometer measurements at sites that have since become
turbine locations (Figure 15). Although the assessment
revealed that the site has a low wind resource (<2 m/s), the
project moved forward with Phase 2, which included the
installation of four Eddy GT turbines.
Since installation, the project has been hindered by
low production. This can be attributed to the resource
not matching the required cut-in speed for the
technology to begin generating power (~3.5 m/s). Additionally, the turbines have not produced as much
power as even the low winds would predict using a simple convolution of the wind speed frequency
distribution with the wind turbine power curve. It is currently believed that the inverters represent the
discrepancy in the expected power from wind speed measurements versus actual turbine power
measurements. The inverters require a sustained minimum wind speed in order to function. This
minimum duration is often not achieved, and the energy produced from the turbine is converted into heat
energy for system protection. This setup is sometimes known as a dump load. The low wind speeds
combined with the inverter setup mean that the NASA Building 12 turbines are performing well below
their anticipated generation and even the potential as measured with wind speed. This demonstrates the
critical link not only between anticipated generation and onsite measurements but also the need to
account for losses as part of the energy estimation process.

Figure 15. NASA Building 12 monthly average
wind speeds

Figure 16 demonstrates the marked difference between expected power and actual power. The figure
represents the measured wind speed as WS (mps), the predicted energy as UGE PWR, and the actual
measured turbine energy as Watts1-4. UGE PWR is created by convolving the measured wind speed
with the manufacturer’s turbine power curve. The difference between the UGE PWR and Watts1-4 is
dramatic, with the turbines only producing power in rare higher-wind events. The actual energy
production values for March 2015 are shown in Table 4. The last column also demonstrates how long in
hours a typical 60-watt light bulb could be powered with the energy generated from the turbines over the
course of the month.
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Figure 16. Monitoring data from the NASA Building 12 for March 2015 including wind direction (WD), wind
speed (WS), expected power (UGE PWR), and actual power in watts for the four installed turbines
Table 4. NASA Building 12 Predicted vs. Actual Energy (March 2015)
Capacity Factor (%)

60-W Light Bulb Duration
(Hours)

16.54

0.0022%

0.28

2

59.10

0.0079%

0.99

3

33.12

0.0045%

0.55

4

8.16

0.0011%

0.14

UGE PWR*

7810.0

1.05%

130.17

Turbine

Energy (Wh)

1

*predicted energy from concurrent wind speed measurements and UGE
power curve

The measurement program also yields some unique data with which to evaluate BEWT projects. The
following image is an analysis of the TI for the four pad-mounted instruments during the preconstruction measurement campaign. This is plotted against the IEC 61400-2 turbulence curve, which
represents the class A turbulence level. The plot shows a large cluster of TI values below the
recommended IEC design criteria. However, upon closer inspection, one can see that all turbine
locations exhibit instances of extremely high TI values, which would lead to both power and reliability
concerns.
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Figure 17. NASA Building 12 TI vs. wind speed

Additional Notes
According to project developers, turbine selection was influenced by two factors: wildlife impacts and
wind speed requirements. In terms of wildlife, NASA’s Environmental Office preferred that the turbine
be a vertical-axis machine as opposed to a horizontal-axis machine in order to reduce potential avian
impacts. The wind speed requirements impacted turbine selection by limiting tower height of the
installation, thus limiting the turbine models that could be utilized in the project.
Project developers intended to install Tangarie GALE 5-kW vertical-axis wind turbines, but the
manufacturer went out of business after the order was placed. Since the wind turbine installation was
part of a larger renovation of Building 12, the subsequent delay caused NASA officials to reduce the
scope of work for the general contractors that were hired to construct the entire renovation project,
including the wind turbine installation. Once the new turbine model was selected, NASA onsite
maintenance contractors completed the installation.
Johnson Space Center has a previous wind turbine installation at its Child Care Center. The project is
located in an area with fewer surrounding structures that could impact the wind resource. The Skystream
turbines utilized for this project have been generating in line with production estimates.
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Public Testimony
New York City Council, Committee on Environmental
Protection
Re: Oversight - Facilitating the Use of Wind Power in New York City
February 26, 2018
Roland Lewis, President and CEO
Waterfront Alliance
The Waterfront Alliance is a non-profit civic organization and coalition of more than
1,000 community and recreational groups, educational institutions, businesses, and
other stakeholders committed to restoring and revitalizing New York Harbor and the
surrounding waterways. Our waters have been revitalized with education, recreation,
and transportation, and the harbor has long been a vital conduit for commerce.
Waterfront Alliance strongly supports Resolution 0176-2018 in support of the
State of New York’s “commitment to and facilitation of the development of largescale offshore wind projects by 2030,” which is sponsored by Council Members
Donovan Richards and Helen Rosenthal. In March 2017, the Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management entered into a lease for nearly 80,000 acres approximately 30 miles off
the coast of New York for exploration of offshore wind development. Although power
generation is not expected to begin until approximately 2027, New York City must take
this once-in-a-generation opportunity—to provide renewable energy to New York City
and simultaneously create new, good-paying jobs in the maritime sector—as the kind
of bold action we need to combat the threat of climate change-related storms and sea
level rise. As other states along the Atlantic coast have taken the initiative to prepare
ports and staging areas for this emerging industry, New York risks losing out on
capturing the enormous economic potential of offshore wind.
Offshore wind power generation presents opportunities for simultaneous
economic and environmental benefits for New York City and its residents. Its
growth would contribute toward the goals of the Clean Energy Standard, which requires
50 percent of New York State’s electricity to come from renewable energy by 2030.
This would continue to reduce our dependence on greenhouse gas-emitting fossil fuels
and reduce our region’s impact to global climate change. It would also position New
York City as the hub for thousands of new jobs and maritime support services this
growth industry will require. Our waterfront has the capability to support new, highwage industrial and logistics jobs that can create new career pathways in clean energy
for New Yorkers living with the risks posed by climate change.
We must preserve and build upon the expertise we have right here in New York’s
maritime sector to fully capture the benefits of offshore wind power generation.
While the port industry has expanded over the past generation to bring much of the
region’s container and terminal operations to New Jersey, many of the maritime
support services, including tugs, barges, and ship repair services, which make our
ports run smoothly, are located in New York City. In particular, we can utilize the
industrial maritime infrastructure along the Brooklyn waterfront as the nexus for a vital
new industry with vast regional and global potential. One such example is the South
Brooklyn Marine Terminal (SBMT), where the City has invested more than $100 million
in infrastructure improvements to reactivate the facility with maritime-dependent uses.
New York’s proximity to proposed offshore wind development sites along the
East Coast positions us as a good candidate for a centralized port for the
industry. To become a first mover, and catalyze investment that could serve additional

markets beyond New York, we must commit to fully utilizing our port infrastructure and
invest in workforce development, skills training, and job placement. Building the
training facilities, developing a skilled workforce, and utilizing our working waterfront
will embed labor and supply chains within our region, and new attract manufacturers
and logistics companies to serve the offshore wind sector.
New York City must be a world leader as we rise to meet the challenges we face
together. We must once again look to the water’s edge to meet new challenges—the
port that helped New York grow into a global capital for commerce and culture must
be called into service to help protect our planet and preserve our livelihood. We urge
the New York City Council to take the steps necessary to support the development of
offshore wind energy in New York, to support new job growth and combat the threats
posed by global climate change. We thank you for the opportunity to present this
testimony, and welcome any questions you may have.
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Small Wind Testimony
February 26, 2018

Introducing WIND•e20®

WIND•e20 History: Prototypes
• Two Successful Prototypes
• Proven design
• 5 U.S. Patents, more pending

WIND•e20 History: Freedom Tower
• Freedom Tower originally
specified wind turbines
• Heavily vetted and selected
as preferred technology
• Tower redesign abandoned
original turbine plans

Technology
Innovations

Vertical Axis Technology
• For business, non profit and government applications
• 20, 50, and 65 KW
• Omnidirectional power generation

WIND•e20 Size Comparison

Height: 105-Foot

WIND•e20:
105 ft.

Water Tower:
130 ft.

Statue of Liberty:
305 ft.

Horizontal Turbine:
450 ft. (w/ blades)

Innovative Installation and Maintenance
• Turbine delivered on a flatbed truck
• WIND•e20 hydraulically raises/lowers

• Installed within days
• Small crew needed

Eco-Friendly Footing

• Pre-cast (No concrete poured onsite)
• 20 x 20 foot (5 x 5 foot above ground)
• Excavated with common backhoe
• Removable (can be relocated)

Aerodynamic Blade Design

•
•
•
•

Carbon fiber, aerodynamic blades
Trim flaps for air braking
Blades fold down prior to storms
Also features disk braking system

Quiet and Safe for Birds

SAFE FOR BIRDS
• Vertical blades increase visibility
• Support from the Audubon Society

LOW NOISE
• No pulsating noise of HAWT turbines
• Approximately 40 dB at 20 feet
• Compare: Quiet residential area is 40 dB

Manufacturing Partner: ROUSH Industries

• Strategic Manufacturing Partner
• Optimizing for manufacturing
• Known for performance and delivery
• 1/10th Scale Units Built

Community
Innovations

Community Innovations

INTEGRAL TO COMMUNITY
• Sustainability
• Communications
• Life Safety
• Emergency Response

Financial
Innovations

Our Solution

Integrated Solution

No Upfront Cost

Thank you.

Contact: Paul Schneider
pschneider@cgeenergy.com
248-446-1344

Bergey Windpower Co.
2200 Industrial Blvd.
Norman, OK 73069
Tel: 405-364-4212
Fax: 405-364-2078

Committee on Environmental Protection
New York City Council

February 25, 2018
RE: Oversight Hearing on “Facilitating the Use of Wind Power in New York City”, February
26th, 1:00 PM
Dear Council Members and Staff,
Thank you for inviting me to attend and provide testimony at tomorrow’s hearing. I regret that I can
not attend due to a prior commitment in Washington DC and I apologize for late response. I do
believe facilitating wind energy development in New York City is an important and timely issue. I
applaud Council Member Constantinides for his leadership on the issue. I hope you will accept my
comments on the general topic and the two proposed laws.
I have been in the small wind turbine industry for 40 years and Bergey Windpower is the world’s
leading supplier of small wind turbines from 1 kW to 10 kW for residential, farm and remote power
applications. Our turbines are installed in all 50 states and over 100 countries. I have served as
president of the American Wind Energy Association twice and have recently stepped down after four
terms as president of the Distributed Wind Energy Association. I am a mechanical engineer and I
have been deeply involved in the development of national and international standards for small wind
turbines.
Small wind turbines are an underdeveloped “behind the meter” renewable energy technology that
has some attractive attributes:
• The equipment is primarily made in America
• Wind resources are strongest in the winter, complementing solar on a seasonal basis
• Wind turbines are typically producing power 80-95% of the time, including at night
• Wind turbine towers have a small footprint
• Costs at the 10 kW scale are currently higher than solar. At 100 kW the costs are less. At both
sizes the industry has been able to aggressively drive down costs with new technology. Costs
are expected to come down by 40-50% in the next few years, to costs below imported solar.
• Hybrid wind/solar microgrids hold great promise for cost-effective resiliency
• Small turbines are visible and can serve as a symbol of environmental stewardship

But, small wind systems move, make noise, some people don’t like them, and the industry has
suffered from a number of hucksters that have made unsupported claims and allowed turbines to be
placed where they should not have been.
I reside in Oklahoma, but I travel to New York City several times a year because our children live
there. So, I am at least somewhat familiar with your urban landscape. The density of buildings makes
much of the City inappropriate for small wind systems, but there are nonetheless, many, many areas
with the space and the wind exposure to make small wind feasible. I appreciate the current focus on
“waterfront” areas because this is the largest opportunity I foresee. I am not at all enthusiastic about
the opportunity on buildings. We have declined to place our turbines on quite a number of buildings
in NYC because the high turbulence operating environment, difficult structural engineering challenges
and liability issues makes such projects too risky. In most cases the energy production would have
been a de minimis fraction of the buildings energy demand and the primary purpose of the
installation was “green washing”.
I think the wind mapping mandated in Int. No. 48 would be worthwhile investment, but I would limit
the scope to the freestanding wind turbines in waterfront areas. The National Renewable Energy
Laboratory published a report on turbines for the “built environment” in 2016 that showed buildingmounted turbines to be hugely ineffective (capacity factors in the 2-4% range) and that the only
customers satisfied with the projects were those that did it for the image, not the energy. I am
attaching a copy of the NREL report with this letter. I would recommend a lower cost, lower
resolution map that would give people a sense of the possible. And I think setting the bar at an
annual average wind speed of 11 mph at 100 ft in elevation would be a good indicator.
I have a number of comments on Int. No. 50:
1. In 28-319.2 Removal: I recommend removing the references to the manufacturer’s suggested
useful life. Not operating for 12 months is a better and a sufficient trigger. We designed our
turbines to last 30 years, but now some have been in operation for 36 years. It would be
unfortunate to require an operating wind turbine to be removed just because the
manufacturer underestimated its useful life.
2. In 426.3 Design Standards: I recommend only referencing and requiring the two ANSI
standards for small wind systems: AWEA 9.1-2009 and UL 6142. There is no reason to list
research labs, energy commissions, certification agencies, international standards bodies and
foreign trade associations. NYSERDA and the IRS require small wind turbines to certified to
either AWEA 9.1-2009 (for turbines up to ~ 60 kW) or a subset of the IEC 61400 standards. I
recommend using the NYSERDA language and would be happy to put the Council in contact
with someone at NYSERDA who could help with that.
3. In 426.5 Brakes and locks: This is vague and will be difficult to implement on a case-by-case
basis. If turbines are required to be certified in 426.3 then this section is unnecessary because
the AWEA and IEC standards that AWEA references include requirements for failsafe
overspeed protection systems and emergency shutdowns. These capabilities are certified by
accredited certification bodies such as ICC-SWCC and Intertek. I can put you in touch with
experts in either of those organizations who can verify that the standards cover this concern.

4. In 426.10 Shadow flicker: I would contend that this is unnecessary because there have been,
as far as I know, no pattern of complaints about shadow flicker from small wind turbines. This
is an issue with large turbines that at 4 times the height and 200 times the size of a small wind
turbine. The shadows of a small turbines are much, much smaller and cover a much smaller
distance. I can’t think of a small wind turbine ordinance that has a shadow flicker clause.
5. In 426.11 Signal interference: I don’t think this will be a problem, so I recommend rewording
the section to say that small wind systems shall not cause signal interference that exceeds
that caused by other structures in the vicinity. On the other hand, I would allow cell phone or
other antennas on the turbine towers, which would benefit the owner and his/her neighbors.
In closing I appreciate the opportunity to comment and would be happy to assist the Council in any
further work to perfect these proposed laws.
Sincerely,

Michael L.S. Bergey
President & CEO

